
 

 

St George’s Bickley CE Primary School 
A flourishing fellowship: learning together with God by our side          

St George’s Vision 

At St George’s we are proud to be one family of lifelong learners who know that they are special to God.  Our family is built upon a strong sense of belonging and mutual respect.   

Our community gives our children the freedom to flourish and succeed.   At St George’s our vision is that our children will flourish, succeed and experience life in all its fullness. This is 

inspired by Jesus’s words in John 10:10 – “I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full”.  

Virtues 

The virtues we practise, promote and prioritise are love, forgiveness, hope, thankfulness, trust and fellowship 

 

 ‘Careers Day’ 
 

This fun and inspiring event will aim to: 
 Broaden horizons by showing children the range of possibilities open to them 

 Challenge gender stereotyping about jobs people do 

 Evidence to children how their learning is relevant to the real world 

 Raise aspirations for all our children 

 Inspire children to explore their own talents and interests 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! 

Do you (or someone you know) have a job or a career that you are happy to share 

and celebrate with our children? Some examples: 

 
Farmer * police * officer * lawyer * nurse * physiotherapist * engineer * scientist * 

researcher * archaeologist * entrepreneur * entertainer * actor * film director * 

programme producer * photographer * radio broadcaster * performer * writer * author * 

publisher * artist * designer * architect * musician * dancer * accountant * sports 

professional * fire fighter * soldier * carpenter * builder * pilot * doctor 

  

If so, you can help by volunteering a few of hours of your time on Friday 17th June 2022. 

Volunteers will not be expected to hold group talks, as the event will be in the format of a 

fair. You will be given clear information on what will take place on the day and your role in 

the event.  

Please email Careers@st-georgesbickley.bromley.sch.uk if you can help or for more 

information. 

Let’s make this a fab day for our children! 
We look forward to hearing from you! 
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